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the spy of the rebellion (pdf) by allan pinkerton (ebook) - the spy of the rebellion (pdf) by allan
pinkerton (ebook) allan pinkerton was the founder of pinkerton's national detective agency. in early 1861,
while employed by the philadelphia, wilmington & baltimore railroad, the spy of the rebellion ebooktakeaway - pinkerton, allan, 1819-1884. the spy of the rebellion: being a true history of the spy system
of the united states army during the late rebellion, revealing many secrets of the war hitherto not made public
/ by allan pinkerton: introduction by patrick bass. p. cm. spy of the rebellion (review) - project muse - spy
of the rebellion (review) edwin c. fishel civil war history, volume 36, number 4, december 1990, pp. 352-355
(review) ... "spy ofthe rebellion is nonetheless invaluable as ... pinkerton was still insisting that his severe
overestimates of enemy. the spy of the rebellion (classic reprint) - the spy of the rebellion: being a true
history of the spy system of the united hitherto not made public (classic reprint) [allan pinkerton] on
sacredwheelcheeseshop flags, torches, and rockets (classic reprint) [joseph orton kerbey] on the boy spy: a
substantially true record of events during the war of the rebellion; . pinkerton's national detective agency
records - pinkerton's national detective agency records a finding aid to the collection in the library of congress
... published the spy of the rebellion (new york: g. w. carleton. 688 pp.) 1884 published thirty years a detective
... records for founder allan pinkerton include newspaper and magazine articles about him, and a book
manuscript, but only a ... guide to the antietam collection books - civilwardigital - the spy of the
rebellion, allan pinkerton, 1900.pdf stonewall jackson and the american civil war. vol. 2, g.f.r. henderson,
1909.pdf the story of a cannoneer under stonewall jackson, edward a. moore, 1910.pdf the story of a
confederate boy in the civil war, johnston, david e., 1914.pdf historical magazine ,#^ipb p^jjl tm ?3 - 2
maryland historical magazine county police were political appointees, and frequently, too, they ... 2allan
pinkerton, the spy of the rebellion (chicago, 1883), ... phila. and hartford, 1866-1868), iii, p. 565. 8 allan
pinkerton, history and evidence ofthe passage abraham lincoln from harrisburg, pa., to washington, d. c, on
the 22d and 23d of ... fredericksburg - collection guide - civilwardigital - pinkerton, allan. the spy of the
rebellion, 1900.pdf polley, joseph b. hood’s texas brigade, 1910.pdf porter, john t. under the maltese crosscampaigns, 155th pennsylvania regiment, narrated by the rank and file, 1910.pdf the somnambulist and
the detective - ebooktakeaway - 18.--the spy of the rebellion. "the mental characteristics of allan pinkerton
were judgment as to facts, knowledge of men, the ability to concentrate his faculties on one subject, and the
persistent power of will. never george i spy - expressionweb - lincoln employed a spy that never slept,
allan ... lincoln employed a spy that never slept, allan pinkerton. this detective recruited a core-group of men
and women that maintained a deep cover during the rebellion and provided valuable intelligence to lincoln,
specific generals and political leaders. manuscript division, library of congress washington, d.c. 2001 pinkerton, allan, 1876-1930. papers of allan pinkerton pinkerton, allan, 1819-1884. ... the records of
pinkerton's national detective agency were given to the library of congress by robert a. pinkerton in 1956 ...
published the spy of the rebellion (new york: g. w. carleton. 688 pp.) 1884 published thirty years a detective ...
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